A simple timeline... Sumer: when?

Sumer - a short history over four millennia

- **10,000 BC**: Beginning of Agriculture in Near East
- **6,000 BC**: Irrigation in Agriculture in Sumer
- **4,500 BC**: First Cities
- **3,700 BC**: Writing

**SUMMER**

- **2,850 - 2,350 BC**: Many cities, many kingdoms (Ur, Kiš, Lagaš...)
- **2,340 - 2,200 BC**: Sargon rules over Sumer and Mesopotamia
- **2,100 - 1,900 BC**: Guti attack - fall of Sargon Empire

**SUMMER returns**

- **2,100 - 1,900 BC**: Guti attack again
- **2,100 - 1,900 BC**: Kings of Ur rule over Sumer
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